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INTRO.
Welcome. So you’ve had some time off from training? Maybe you’ve also enjoyed a
few too many beers? No big deal. We all need some time off every now and then. It
helps us rest and recover, and can actually be a good thing for not just our bodies
(maybe not the beer) but our minds, too. But now it’s time to click that ‘reset’ button
and get back at it. With new goals and a new focus this 4-week training plan will put
you on track to make the most of your comeback. This is the �rst and only plan
you’ll ever need to put you back on course, stoke your inner �re, and see some new
muscle being built.

BUILD & DEFINE is made for you if you already have a little experience in the gym.
You’re just a bit rusty, that’s all. Or you’ve had a month or two away from serious
training and being a passenger on the gains train. This plan is designed to give you
what you need without you having to spend hours in the gym.

Over the next four weeks — sixteen strength workouts plus optional cardio — you’ll
develop solid foundations in your total body strength, and start seeing some radical
changes in how you look the mirror. What happens in these �rst four weeks will set the
tone for everything that comes after. As much as you want to skip straight to the plan
on page 33 onwards, It's important you read every point leading up to it. Including; how
to schedule your workouts over 3 or 4 days each week on pages 6-7, and key details of
each exercise from pages 9-32. On pages 38-39 you'll then �nd advice on how to
choose the best cardio options for you. This isn't a text book so it won't take long, but
reading through from start to �nish will put you in the best possible spot to make your
next month count!

I enjoy keeping up with and seeing you progress, so tag me  on
instagram with your BUILD & DEFINE exercises, workouts and updates.

@the�tnessmaverick
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https://www.instagram.com/thefitnessmaverick/


ABOUT GARETH. 
Gareth Sapstead is a strength and physique Coach
and Author. He’s accrued tens of thousands of hours
coaching in-person, from the BBC studios in London,
to celebs, to Olympia competitors and elite
Sportsmen and Women. During this time he’s helped
clients overcome every obstacle under the sun,
ultimately allowing them to regain control of their
time and physique.

Disclaimer.
Before starting any exercise plan please consult a medical professional to ensure
you’re in good health. This document is intended to guide you through a 4-week
generic training plan to be performed within a gym-style environment. It has not
been designed with individual needs in mind and is no replacement for in-person
training conducted by a quali�ed and insured professional. By using this guide you
are acknowledging your suitability to do so. No liability is assumed by Gareth
Sapstead (also known as The Fitness Maverick) for any of the information
contained within this document.
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Top 5 Principles to Crush
Your Comeback
Whether you’ve had just a few weeks off, a few months
or even years, these principles hold true. When you’re
working out regularly your bodies physiology has a
clever way of getting used to that. Now your body has
got used to doing something else. From less regular
workouts to long days of melting into your couch, your
body has gotten pretty comfortable. Now, it’s time to
shake things up and get more comfortable with being

-comfortable.un

Your �rst instinct will be to go all in and “shock” your body
with the most hardcore comeback you can imagine. This
would be a mistake. This approach would lead you to
making less progress in the long run, and more injuries in
the weeks and months to follow. Say goodbye to your
comeback and say “hello” to frustration and more
workouts with motivation crippling limitations. Instead,
here, we’ll be taking a much smarter approach. The
following are some simple principles that’ll help you crush
your comeback, all of which are key components within
the BUILD & DEFINE plan.
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 — Forget everything you were doing in your last workout.
Even if that last workout was a half-effort one you only did last week. Instead, treat
yourself as if you’re a complete beginner at lifting weights. You’re clearly no rookie
to working out, but recent inconsistencies and an overall lack of activity has caused
certain areas of your body to become tight, weak and unstable. You might not notice
it at �rst, but trying to jump straight into some heavy barbell back squats would
likely put more stress on your body than ever before. That’s not to say you can’t lift
heavy, but instead your focus right now should be on the  of your repetitions
over the  of the weight that you’re lifting. The personal bests will naturally
happen as you follow the program.

Treat yourself as a rookie

quality
quantity

 — Selecting the right exercises for your comeback is
key. The BUILD & DEFINE plan does this for you so there’s nothing to worry about
there. But if you’re going freestyle then you’ll want to be doing this right. Instead of
repeating the same old exercises you always have done, use this comeback to
experiment with different and new exercises. You might �nd the exercises that felt
good before no longer feel the same, and that a new addition to your routine is a
better �t for your body. Go broader with your exercise selection to start, then narrow
down when you �nd the exercises that your body is happiest repeating.

Go broader with your exercises

 — Without consistent training your body won’t feel
the same. Where before you might not have had any issues deadlifting from the
�oor, for example, now you might be better off deadlifting from a few inches off the
�oor. Range of motion is one of the easiest things you can change in how you do an
exercise. You should always be looking to train within your most comfortable and
pain-free range of motion, and one that enables you to feel your muscles working
how they should be. This way you’ll avoid any unnecessary wear and tear.

Find your new range of motion
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 — If you come from an athletic background or are
more experienced in the gym, you’ll have been taught to control the eccentric
(lowering) part of each exercise while performing the concentric part (raising) with
more vigor. Right now those forceful and explosive repetitions aren’t going to be
doing you any good. In fact they’ll likely do you some harm. To improve the ‘wiring’
of your brain to your muscles and make your movements and muscles work more
effectively, you’ll want to slow down your repetitions. Control the eccentric portion of
each exercise, and control the concentric part, too. Focus on the muscles working
and feeling the tension, rather than how fast you can move or how much you can
lift.

Slow down your repetition speed

 — Don’t be afraid to “break the
rules” when it comes to the order of your exercises. You don’t always have to start
with your multi-joint exercises and �nish with single-joint exercises to isolate your
muscles. A good example of this is isolating your hamstrings �rst thing in a lower
body workout, and before a “bigger” exercise such as a squatting movement. The
BUILD & DEFINE plan might look unconventional in places, but doing something like
this better prepares and primes your body ultimately helping you get bigger, stronger,
and remain injury free.

Experiment with an unconventional exercise order

The BUILD & DEFINE plan does all of the above for you, taking the guesswork away
from your workouts for the next 4-weeks. You can use the above principles to keep
you guided in the right direction and even beyond these workouts.
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THE WORKOUTS
The BUILD & DEFINE plan is based around you
hitting the gym four days of each week, using an
upper-lower training split. That means you’ll do
two upper body workouts and two lower body
workouts each week for four weeks. Ideally these
workouts would be done with two days “on” one
day “off” and another two days “on”. For
example Monday and Tuesday, Wednesday off,
and then Thursday and Friday (or Thursday and
Saturday). That being said, any workout is better
than no workout at all, so you choose the days
that are best for you. You might also want to
include some optional cardio exercise in your
week (see page 38). If that’s the case then you’ll
do that on your “off” days. Here’s a sample
weekly schedule you might use:

4 workouts each week template

Monday  Upper Body 1

Tuesday  Lower Body 1

Wednesday O� or Cardio only

Thursday Upper 2

Friday  Lower 2

Saturday O� or Cardio only 

Sunday  O� or Cardio only 
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Although this plan is intended to be done over four workouts each week, you also
have the option to perform three workouts each week. If that �ts within your lifestyle
better then you should alternate between upper body and lower body workouts like
this:

3 workouts each week template.

Monday  Upper Body 1

Tuesday O� or Cardio only 

Wednesday Lower Body 1 

Thursday O� or Cardio only

Friday Upper Body 2

Saturday O� or Cardio only

Sunday Starts Lower Body 2

Each workout is progressed over the four weeks. Your Upper Body 1 workout uses
the same exercises as your Upper Body 1 workout when you repeat it in weeks 2, 3
and 4. This is the same for your Lower Body 1, Upper Body 2 and Lower Body 2.
While the exercises do indeed remain the same you’ll be progressing through using
different sets and repetitions. This allows you to remain consistent with key
exercises and encourage even faster progression. Once you see the results this level
of consistency brings then it’ll be easy to stick to and program hopping will become
a thing of the past. To help with this I recommend you print off the “4-week
progressive plan” (pages 34-37) so you can use it as a workout log and write your
performances down.
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The BUILD & DEFINE plan is designed for men who have some basic level of training
experience. You’ll need to have a basic level of exercise competence, and have
access to either a gym or your own strength training equipment. To ensure each
exercise has the biggest chance of suiting your own body type, each exercise in the
plan has options on how you might modify it for the best results. You’ll also see
some key coaching points for each exercise to ensure you’re getting the most out of
them.

Remember tag me on instagram  for the extra accountability.@the�tnessmaverick
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Upper Body 1

This workout uses upper body horizontal and
vertical presses and pulls to target your chest,
back, shoulders and arms. You’ll begin with
cable or band face pulls which will
bulletproof your shoulders and prime them
ready for some incline chest presses. You’ll
then perform some heavy rows, then be
challenged to press overhead using a half-
kneeling shoulder press. You’ll �nish this
workout with some rolling pullovers to
simultaneously build and strengthen your lats
and triceps.
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Exercise 1 - Seated Cable/Band Face Pulls

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 12-15 
Rest: 45 seconds then repeat

Notes: You can use a cable or resistance band for this one. Take a seated position
on the bench and grab the cable/band with thumbs facing upward. Keeping your
ribs down and core engaged, pull your elbows out wide and thumbs towards your
ears. Squeeze your shoulder blades together at the end.

Modi�cations: You can also do these standing if a bench isn’t available.

Watch a video
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https://youtu.be/-H5l-GoOwIs


Exercise 2 - Incline Dumbbell Chest Presses

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 12 
Rest: 90 seconds then repeat

Notes: Use an approximate 30 degree incline bench. Begin lying with the dumbbells
close to your shoulders and at a slight angle as shown in the picture. Press the
dumbbells away from your chest ensuring your elbows don’t �are outward. Squeeze
your chest at the top as the corner of the dumbbells meet in the middle.

Modi�cations: If you experience any shoulder pain when pressing then try opting for
a dumbbell �oor press instead to reduce range of motion.

Watch Video 
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https://youtu.be/w46nd4nzvXk


Exercise 3 - 3-Point Dumbbell Rows

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 15 each side 
Rest: 60 seconds then repeat

Notes: There should be three points of contact: one hand on the bench and both feet
placed �rmly on the �oor. Keep a �at back with your head looking down. Using a
neutral grip, row the dumbbell in a slight arcing fashion towards your hip, driving
your elbow behind.

Modi�cations: Adjust the height of the bench and your hand position to change the
angle of your torso to where it feels most comfortable.

Watch a video
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https://youtu.be/5wxYWppdtHc


Exercise 4 - Half-Kneeling Kettlebell Presses

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 15 each side 
Rest: 60 seconds then repeat

Notes: Get in to a half-kneeling position with 90 degrees in both your front and back
knees. You may want to use a mat or foam pad for your back knee. Squeeze your
glutes and keep your core engaged. With the kettlebell kept close to your wrist and
on your shoulder, press vertically overhead.

Modi�cations: You may also use a dumbbell. If the half-kneeling position isn’t
comfortable then try a regular seated position.

Watch a video
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https://youtu.be/gQ5XfOd3pEs


Exercise 5 - Rolling Pullovers

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 20 
Rest: 60 seconds then repeat

Notes: Lying down on a bench, grip the single dumbbell with both hands where your
palms are in contact with the plate (thumbs will be touching). Reach your arms
overhead allowing the dumbbell to begin traveling over your head. Once the
dumbbell passes over your head then allow your elbows to bend, keeping the
dumbbell as close to your head as possible. Get as deep as is comfortable before
you pull the dumbbell back and extend your elbows at the same time. This is
somewhat of a “pullover and kick” movement.

Modi�cations: Perform dumbbell or cable overhead triceps extensions instead.

Watch a video
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https://youtu.be/PsRFqC17mnA


Lower Body 1

This workout focuses on building lower
body and core strength. You’ll begin
your workout with pike leg extensions.
These work to isolate your quadriceps,
mobilize your hips and hamstrings, and
�re up your core. Next, you’ll be dusting
off the landmine for some squats. If
you don’t have a landmine unit then no
problem as we’ll be offering some
alternatives. Next up, your stability will
be challenged with some supported
single-leg deadlifts. Finally to �nish
you’ll be doing some speci�c core
strengthening exercises to target your
entire midsection.
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Exercise 1 - Plank Leg Extensions

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 12-20 with a 1 second hold at the top. 
Rest: 60 seconds then repeat

Notes: Adopt a high plank position with your feet on a bench. Keep your core
engaged and allow your knees to drop towards the �oor. Extend your knees and
squeeze your quadriceps at the top while maintaining the plank position

Modi�cations: To make these harder you can go up in to a full pike. You can also
use a band. Watch the video below for an example of progression.

Watch a video
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https://youtu.be/VkIcI1stARQ


Exercise 2 - Landmine Squats

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 4 x 10 lowering in 3-4 seconds 
Rest: 90 seconds then repeat

Notes: Start with the end of the landmine close to your chest with you stood fully
upright. Have your feet about shoulders width apart and facing slightly outward. Sit
down in to the squat allowing your knees to track in line with your feet. Once your
thighs reach parallel to the �oor press through your heels to return to the top.

Modi�cations: If you don’t have a landmine unit available then opt for heavy
dumbbell or kettlebell goblet squats instead. To make the start position easier then
you may begin and end from on a bench.

Watch a video
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https://youtu.be/BuxGjkWNmyQ


Exercise 3 - Supported Single-Leg Deadlifts 

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 12 each side 
Rest: 60 seconds then repeat

Notes: Begin with a single dumbbell in one hand. Place the opposite hand on a wall,
bench or rack for added balance. With the same leg as that with the dumbbell, lift
your leg off the �oor and begin to hinge your hips pushing the leg behind. The hinge
should come from your hips and not your spine. Allow the dumbbell to travel close
to you and down in front. Once you reach a point where your hamstrings are
maximally stretched then come back up. Do not use your supported arm to help lift
you. This is for balance only.

Modi�cations: For more di�culty and if you have the balance then perform single-
leg deadlifts without the support of the bench.

Watch a video
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https://youtu.be/aycgu6f-5MM


Exercise 4 - Partial Ab Wheel Rollouts

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 10 with a 2 second hold. 
Rest: 60 seconds then repeat

Notes: Set yourself up in front of a wall. The further from the wall the harder this
becomes. You may also use a heavy kettlebell or weight as a stopper. With the ab
wheel starting under your shoulders then push the ab wheel forwards allowing your
hips to drop towards the �oor. When the ab wheel touches the wall (or immoveable
weight) then hold for two seconds contracting your abs and glutes as hard as you
can. Pull the ab wheel back towards your knees �exing your hips to come up.

Modi�cations: Change the distance from the wall to increase or decrease the
di�culty. If you don’t have an ab wheel then you can walk out with your hands.

Watch a video
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https://youtu.be/DcBTJcqxsHA


Exercise 5 - Plate Reverse Crunches

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 20 
Rest: 45 seconds then repeat

Notes: Start lying down with your back on the �oor and with a plate or kettlebell
overhead. Your knees should be bent at approximately 90 degrees or greater.
Keeping the plate or kettlebell held overhead, pick your feet off the �oor, followed by
tucking your pelvis up and bringing your knees towards the roof. Think of this as a
“peeling” of your spine off the �oor, then back down one segment at a time as your
abs do the work.

Modi�cations: Bend your knees more to make it easier, and straighten your legs to
make it harder. You can also use a decline bench for added di�culty.

Watch a video
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https://youtu.be/WcqVpnVJxZA


Upper Body 2
This workout will put you in positions
outside of your comfort zone, and targets
your shoulders, back, chest and arms.
You’ll begin with half-kneeling landmine
presses which are an effective way to
build your shoulders while also being kind
to your joints. Chest- supported rows
follow to build some good middle and
upper back strength without your low back
getting too fatigued. Next comes the fun
with a medicine ball push-up complex that
will light up your chest, triceps, shoulders
and core. You’ll �nish off with some
lighter isolation exercises to bring up
some weaknesses and build your “beach”
muscles.
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Exercise 1 - Half-Kneeling Landmine Presses

 Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 10 each side lowering in 3-4 seconds 
Rest: 60 seconds then repeat

Notes: Adopt a half-kneeling position with your back knee on a mat or foam pad.
Have the landmine close to your shoulder where your thumb might be in contact
with your shoulder to start. Press the landmine away whilst keeping your torso angle
the same. Keep your core and glutes engaged throughout.

Modi�cations: If you don’t have a landmine unit available then use a dumbbell
single-arm shoulder press.

Watch a video
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https://youtu.be/i9NV7xKi8bw


Exercise 2 - Chest-Supported Dumbbell Rows 

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 15 
Rest: 60 seconds then repeat

Notes: Start with your chest face down on a bench. You can do this with your knees
on the bench or your feet on the �oor, depending on the height of your bench.
Keeping your chest in contact with the bench, row the dumbbells in squeezing your
shoulder blades together at the top. Return the dumbbells down allowing your
shoulder blades to glide forward somewhat.

Modi�cations: The chest-supported variation helps to minimize fatigue through your
lower back. You may also use a dumbbell or barbell bent over row if you’re not as
concerned with this.

Watch a video
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https://youtu.be/JarGdLndAyo


Exercise 3 - Medicine Ball Push-Up Complex

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x maximum reps in each position (three positions) Rest:
60 seconds then repeat

Notes: Perform as many push-ups as you can with both hands on the medicine ball.
Next, perform as many push-ups as you can switching the medicine ball from side to
side with only one hand on it at a time. Finally, stick on one side and do as many push-
ups as you can with one hand elevated by the medicine ball, then switch hands and do
the same on the other side. That’s one set. Good luck!

Modi�cations: To make it easier do this on your knees. To make it harder then you may
wear a weighted vest.

Watch a video
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https://youtu.be/x06jHvEr26o


Exercise 4 - Dumbbell Reverse Flyes 

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 20 
Rest: 45 seconds then repeat

Notes: Start with two light dumbbells in hand and held with a thumbs-up grip. Hinge
your hips over and keep your back and neck aligned with your eyes looking down. There
should be a slight bend in your knees. Bring the dumbbells out towards your side in a
reverse �ying motion. Squeeze your shoulder blades together at the top and allow a full
stretch at the bottom. The focus here should be on your rear shoulders and between
your shoulder blades.

Modi�cations: You may also perform one arm at a time supported on a bench. See
video.

Watch a video
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Exercise 5 - Dumbbell Zottman Curls 

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 10 taking 3-4 seconds to lower 
Rest: 60 seconds then repeat

Notes: Stood upright begin to curl the dumbbells up using an underhand grip. At the top
turn your palms to a down-facing position while working hard to keep your elbows from
�aring towards the side. Lower the curl with a palms down grip. Change your grip at the
bottom to palms facing upward again and repeat.

Modi�cations: Try them seated, or one arm at a time using a preacher curl bench. See
video.

Watch a video
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https://youtu.be/_d-32Z57vxg


Lower Body 2
This workout places more emphasis on
your posterior chain to start (largely glutes,
and hamstrings), as compared to your �rst
lower body workout. You’ll begin with some
single- leg hamstring bridges to help ‘�nd’
your glutes and hamstrings, before heading
in to some heavier Romanian Deadlifts.
Doing it like this will mean you can
accomplish more for your glutes and
hamstrings without needing to use as
much weight for your Romanian deadlifts.
You’ll then develop some single-leg strength
and �re up your quadriceps with dumbbell
split squats. You’ll �nish with two core
exercises that primarily target your
obliques.
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Exercise 1 - Single-Leg Hamstring Bridges 

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 12-15 each side 
Rest: 45 seconds then repeat

Notes: Place one foot up on to a bench with your back on the �oor. Have approximately
a 90 degree angle in your knee. Your other foot should be off the bench and hanging in
the air. Press through your heel in to the bench to lift your hip off the �oor. Try to feel
the activation through your hamstrings and glutes as you lift up.

Modi�cations: To increase di�culty then try elevating your back on a bench as well as
your foot. See video. You can also rest a dumbbell on your hip for increased weight.

 videoWatcha
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https://youtu.be/dhqCOhsoE70


Exercise 2 - Dumbbell Romanian Deadlifts 

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 4 x 10 lowering down in 3-4 seconds 
Rest: 120 seconds then repeat

Notes: Keeping the dumbbells close to your thighs, with a very slight bend in your knees
push your hips back. Hinge your hips back allowing the dumbbells to travel down your
thighs. Keep your spine neutral, chest proud, and core engaged throughout. Get as
much depth as your hamstrings will allow without having to bend your spine. Return to
the top squeezing your glutes as your hips come through.

Modi�cations: If you’re more advanced or limited by dumbbell weight then you may use
a barbell Romanian deadlift instead as shown in the video.

Watch a video
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Exercise 3 - Dumbbell Split-Squats

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 12 each side
Rest: 90 seconds then repeat

Notes: Start from the bottom of the split-squat in a half-kneeling position. Use a foam
pad or mat under your back knee to keep your hips level and save your knees. Keeping
both feet down stand up to the top of the split squat ensuring 60-80% of your weight is
coming through your front leg - try to minimize the push through your back leg. Perform
a light touch and go on the pad or mat with your back knee each time.

Modi�cations: For more quadriceps focus then try elevating your front heel using a
wedge or small plate. As shown in the video.

Watch a video
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Exercise 4 - Kettlebell or Plate Russian
Twists

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x 20-30 alternating 
Rest: 45 seconds then repeat

Notes: Sit on the �oor with a bend in your knees, feet together or crossed, and a slight
lean-back of your body so as to create tension through your abdominals. Holding the
handles of the kettlebell press it slightly away from your chest. Rotate your shoulders
from side to side allowing your spine to do most of the movement. Focus on your
obliques and abs doing the work and not your arms.

Modi�cations: You can also use a medicine ball or weight plate. To make these harder
try lifting your feet off the �oor.

Watch a video
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Exercise 5 - Side Plank Raises

Sets x Reps: Week 1 start at 3 x maximum reps each side 
Rest: 45 seconds then repeat

Notes: Set yourself up in a basic side plank position with your elbow up on a bench or
box. Ensuring you stay completely side-facing, allow your hip to drop towards the �oor,
feeling a big stretch down one side of your obliques. Immediately raise your hips back
up to level squeezing your abs and obliques at the top. Do as many reps as you can
with good form and focus.

Modi�cations: You may wish to do these without a bench if you �nd it more
comfortable. To make them harder you can rest a small weight plate on the side of your
top hip.

Watch a video
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The 4-week progressive plan
Over four weeks you’ll be sticking with the same exercises but your sets and repetitions
for the majority of exercises will be changing. This will allow you to progressively lift
heavier weights or achieve more repetitions while also maintaining good form and
technique. Now you know the exercises and what sets and reps you’ll be aiming for in
your �rst week, here’s what your sets, reps and rest periods will look like over the four
weeks. If you’re familiar with the exercises then you’ll only ever need to visit here for
your workouts.

Tip: Print the below pages and use them as a workout log writing your performance in
the space below each weeks set and rep targets.
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Upper Body 1 

Exercise Week 1 Week 2  Week 3 Week 4

Seated Cable / 
Band Face
Pulls 

3 x 12-15 45's
rest  
Weight:

3 x 12-15 45's
rest  
Weight: 

3 x 12-15 45's
rest  
Weight: 

3 x 12-15 45's
rest  
Weight: 

Incline
Dumbbell
Chest Presses

3 x 12, 90's rest  

Weight:

4 x 10, 90's rest  

Weight:

4 x 8, 90's rest  

Weight:

4 x 6-8, 90's rest  

Weight:

3-Point
Dumbbell
Rows

3 x 15, 60's rest  

Weight:

4 x 12, 60's rest  

Weight 

4 x 10, 60's rest  

Weight:

4 x 8, 60's rest  

Weight:

Half-Kneeling
Kettlebell
Presses

3 x 15, 60's rest  

Weight:

3 x 12, 60's rest  

Weight 

3 x 10, 60's rest  

Weight:

4 x 8, 60's rest  

Weight:

Rolling
Pullovers 

3 x 20, 60's rest  

Weight:

3 x 20, 60's rest  

Weight 

3 x 30, 60's rest  

Weight:

3 x 30, 60's rest  

Weight:

*BW (Body Weight) , S' (Seconds)
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Lower Body 1 

Exercise Week 1 Week 2 Week 3  Week 4

Plank Leg 
Extensions
(1's
hold) 

3 x10-15,  
60's rest  

Reps@BW:

3x10-15, 
60's rest   

Reps@BW:

3x12-20, 
60's rest  

Reps@BW:

3x12-20,  
60's rest  

Reps@BW:

Landmine
Squats

4 x 10, 90's rest 

Weight:

4 x 10, 90's rest  

Weight:

4 x 8, 90's rest  

Weight:

4 x 8, 90's rest  

Weight:

Supported
Single-Leg
Deadlifts 

3 x 12, 60's rest 

Weight:

4 x 10, 60's rest  

Weight:

4 x 8, 60's rest  

Weight:

4 x 8, 60's rest  

Weight:

Partial Ab
Wheel
Rollouts (2's
hold)

3 x 8-10, 60's rest 

Reps@BW:

3 x 10-12, 60's
rest  
Reps@BW: 

3 x 12-15, 60's
rest  
Reps@BW: 

3 x 15-20, 60's
rest  
Reps@BW: 

Plate Reverse
Crunches 

3 x 15-30, 45's
rest 
Reps@BW:

3 x 15-30, 45's
rest  
Reps@BW: 

3 x 15-30, 45's
rest  
Reps@BW: 

3 x 15-30, 45's
rest  
Reps@BW: 

*BW (Body Weight) , S' (Seconds)
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Upper Body 2

Exercise Week 1  Week 2 Week 3  Week 4

Half-Kneeling
Landmine 
Presses

3 x 10, 60's rest  

Weight:

4 x 10, 60's rest  

Weight:

4 x 8, 60's rest  

Weight 

4 x 8, 60's rest  

Weight:

Chest-
Supported 
Dumbbell
Rows

3 x 15, 60's rest  

Weight:

4 x 12, 60's rest  

Weight:

4 x 10, 60's rest  

Weight:

4 x 10, 60's rest 

Weight:

Medicine Ball
Push-Up
Complex 

3 x max each, 60's
rest  
Reps@BW:

3 x max each, 60's
rest 
Rep@BW:

3 x max each,
60's rest  
Rep@BW:

3 x max each,
60's rest  
Rep@BW:

Dumbbell
Reverse Flyes

3 x 20, 45's rest 

Weight:

3 x 20, 45's rest  

Weight:

3 x 20, 45's rest 

Weight:

3 x 20, 45's
rest  
Weight:

Dumbbell
Zottman
Curls 

3 x 10 with 4's lower,
60's rest 
Weight: 

3 x 10, with 4's
lower, 60's rest
Weight: 

4 x 8 with 4's
lower, 60's rest
Weight:

4 x 18 with 4's
lower, 60's rest  
Weight:

*BW (Body Weight) , S' (Seconds)
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Lower Body 2

Exercise Week 1  Week 2 Week 3  Week 4

Hamstring
Bridges

Single-Leg 3 x 12, 45's rest  

Weight/Reps:

3 x 15, 45's rest  

Weight/Reps:

3 x 15-20, 45's
rest  
Weight/Reps: 

3 x 15-20, 45's
rest  
Weight/Reps:

Dumbbell
Romanian
Deadlifts 

4 x 10, 120's rest  

Weight:

5 x 10, 120's rest  

Weight:

5 x 8, 120's
rest  
Weight:

5 x 8, 120's
rest 
Weight:

Dumbbell 
Split-Squats

3 x 12, 90's rest  

Weight:

3 x 12, 90's rest 
Weight:

3 x 12, 90's
rest  
Weight:

3 x 12, 90's
rest  
Weight:

Kettlebell 
Russian
Twists

3 x 20-30, 45's rest 

Weight:

3 x 20, 45's rest  

Weight:

3 x 20-30, 45's
rest 
Weight:

3 x 20-30, 45's
rest  
Weight:

Side Plank
Raises 

3 x max, 45's rest 

Reps@BW: 

3 x max, 45's rest  

Reps@BW:

3 x max, 45's
rest 
Reps@BW:

3 x max, 45's
rest  
Reps@BW:

*BW (Body Weight) , S' (Seconds)
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Cardio Options
As I’ve already mentioned, cardio is completely
optional in this plan. That’s because we want
your focus to be mostly about getting back into
a consistent routine with the gym, and lifting
weights will give you the biggest bang for your
buck. Going from doing the bare minimum or
“coasting through’ some half-effort weekly
workouts to going “beast mode” on everything
at the same time often leads to burnout. That
being said, once you’re able to introduce some
cardio each week on top of your strength
workouts then you’ll want to do so. Not only will
it (alongside your diet routine) create the slight
calorie de�cit you need to lose unwanted body
fat, it will also help build work capacity
ultimately allowing you to be more e�cient in
your strength workouts. When/if you want to
include cardio in the days shown in your
schedule then here are your rules: 

 This limits extra impact stresses through your body and
eating into your recovery capacity from strength workouts. It means you’ll still be
feeling good after four weeks of training instead of questioning your life choices!
Exercise bikes/spinning, cross trainers, ellipticals, sled pushing, and brisk walking on an
incline or up hills work best. 

1 - Stick to low impact cardio.
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 Don’t overthink it to start off with. There’s no need to
obsess over your heart rate monitor to see how hard you’re working. Just schedule 30-
40 minutes out of your day to get it done and ensure you’re working up a bit of a sweat.
You should be working hard enough you’re a little out of breath but not so much you
struggle to talk in sentences. If you want to be super picky then your heart rate will want
to be hitting somewhere around 60-65% of its maximum. To roughly estimate this then
calculate 220 minus your age for your heart rate max. So 60-65% of that. If you’re 30
years old then 190 is your theoretical max heart rate, meaning you’ll want to be hitting
between 114-123). 

3 - Keep it simple stupid (K.I.S.S)!

 Introduce one cardio session each week when you know
you can. This should ideally be done in toe “off” days from your strength workouts.
When you know you can stick with one then try adding a second. If fat loss is your
primary goal then there’s no harm adding one or two more whenever they �t in and only
once you can commit to them. Adding too much all at once could overwhelm your
routine and cause you to cut time from your more important strength workouts.

4 - One is better than none.

 This ensures we’re training
the right energy systems to improve cardiovascular function and mitochondrial and
cellular health, encouraging a constant blood �ow, and far easier to recover from than
higher-intensity methods.

2 - Stick to low intensity and steady-state cardio for now.
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What next?
If you’ve followed this plan over the whole four weeks then you’ve done an awesome
job. You should have seen your strength skyrocket and your body feeling a little less
�uffy! Maybe you can even see an ab or two that wasn’t there before. This is especially
true if you’ve been fueling your body with the right nutrition.

Now it’s time to go at it alone. But, don’t feel lost. We started out by giving you the �ve
principles you should follow to crush your comeback. You’ve been using those
principles during this plan, and now it’s time to take those training wheels off and use
what you’ve learned. This is just the start of a lot more to come. Myself and my team
are here to support you any way we can.
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To build on your consistency and results from this plan then you can access The
Fitness Maverick Training and Nutrition App for just $1 HERE. I'd recommend the X
Physique 1.0 and 2.0 plans to follow, ultimately aiming towards the Show & Go plan
after 8 weeks. If you have questions you can also message me via the app and
comment on workouts. See you on the INSIDE!

The Fitness Maverick APP 

https://my.playbookapp.io/gareth-sapstead
https://my.playbookapp.io/gareth-sapstead

